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JIM CARROLL joins the People Who Died

The sad news on September 11th this year...the death of Jim Carroll (August 1, 1950 - September 11, 2009).

If you ever met Jim, his presence was as indelible as his poetry, prose and songs. I remember an hour, just Jim and I, and I was thinking that on looks alone, you had to know he’d been through a lot...the incredibly pale complexion, a look that suggested he’d just gotten out of a sick bed or from behind the gates of a cemetery.

As for his voice, it held a frail throb, as if he was getting over being maced. I suppose it’s not that much of a surprise that he had a heart attack at 60, when odds probably had him dying a lot earlier.

Glossing over his poetry and prose for this music blog, let’s note that when he signed to Atlantic, he was given great production, a great push, and on "People Who Died," a band and backing vocalists who threw a universe of frenzy around his lost-soul vocal. Like Patti Smith, an obvious influence, Jim tended to speak more than sing, but he did get a bit more melodic for his next two albums, each having haunted highlights, and quite often, a very intentional shot of mordant humor. Jim spent most of the past 15 years in the world of poetry readings, lectures and writing. While his musical output was sporadic, most
anything he did was welcome and interesting, and that includes his limping cover version of Del Shannon's "Runaway."

His song "People Who Died" lives...like a vampire does, or the living dead. It grabs you on the first listen, chokes you, pounds at your heart, and when it's over, you take a deep breath because you're still alive. Wish Jim still was.

Your download features thirteen songs that aren't on Rhino's "Best of" album...

Three Sisters, Nothing Is True, Crow, Judy, Barricades, Evangeline, Rooms, Still Life, Sweet Jane, Hold Back the Dream, Freddy's Store, Black Romance, Runaway...

...plus "People Who Died." Well before there was such as thing as "rap," Jim Carroll was there, and there is no rapper who could cover this song, no rapper who could touch this song, and no rapper who has come up with anything better than this song.

**JIM CARROLL 14 SONGS**
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MARY TRAVERS (November 9, 1936 – September 16, 2009)

A Farewell Poem to Henry Gibson. By Illfolks

GONE: Paul Burke (Naked City) Larry Gelbart (MASH)...

JIM CARROLL joins the People Who Died

DOODLES WEAVER does

ELEANOR RIGBY

Erich Kunzel & Frankie Laine
- Gunfight at OK Corr...

Chris Connor - CHRIS GOES REAL COOL AT 81

► August (11)
► July (13)
► June (12)
► May (11)
► April (11)
► March (6)
► February (5)
► January (7)
► 2008 (80)
► 2007 (121)
► 2006 (75)

UNUSUAL SITES

Tardy Music (old 78's, arcane oddities)
A Phil Ochs blog
Music for Maniacs
WFMU Thrift Shop Finds
Pixelmutt is BACK
Spread the Good Word
Babette's Canada Oldies
Obscure World Mutant Sounds
78's, Gospel & Grousing
NEW Playground for The
Peanut
Lost New Wave Bands
Record Fiend. Out of print,
obscuré
Vinyl Orphanage - thrift
shop finds
You Don't Have to Visit
How Marvellous. Odd songs
& stories
Halfhearteddude. Rock &
Pop musicology
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Here's under-appreciated odd
people, weirdos and dreamers
pursuing unique visions, mostly on
the other side of fame. To some
they're just ILL FOLKS, but here's
a place to discover them. "And
when I've got something to say, sir,
I'm gonna say it now..."
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